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THE IMPORTANCE OF MOTHER EARTH

Earth is our enjoyment in our lives. It gives us nature to live, air to breathe, water to drink
and food to eat as almighty god made for us. These are all important for what we are in this
world. Our mother earth guides us in everyday living on how we care and to our world. Here in
earth, we can encounter many experiences on the way on how we live with our family, friends
and to other people.
Through education and community we can find many experiences to prove that we can
make all what we wanted to have by means of education we freely understand anything that our
knowledge can be used. In community we can find unity and work and together and share our
thoughts and experiences.
Mother earth is always with us because it is where we dwell and without it we won’t exist.
Our forest is for the animals to live in, sea for aquatic resources which serves as some sources of
food. This is very important to u because through these things, they can help us in our daily
needs.
Earth is very important because it is where we live. It serves as the connection of our
lives for it provides everything that we need.
In return, people should also provide the earth’s needs. If we won’t protect and take care
of our earth it will be destroyed and we will also suffer. We must also consider that not only
people who are in need for protection from dangerous situation because the place we live is also
need protection.
To provide the earth’s needs, we must take care its nature , the resources and other lives
that exist in this world. Everything should help in protecting our planet. Just like nowadays, we
are suffering from many destruction occurred. The typhoons striking our country and resulting of

killing many lives. We must realize that everyone should be ready with this kind of affliction
because we will the one to suffer.
To avoid this problem, we should help to think and share the solution that is needed to do.
There would be no typhoons if a place has lots trees. If there’s the damage wouldn’t be worst.
Each of us must cooperate to protect to protect and give care or importance to our planet.
Everyone should help! Earth is the main reason why we existed and god created earth for
us to live and to take care of it.

